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Solidarity is an immense and world-changing force. Let's aid those in greatest need.

Besides serving as Grand Master of the Sacred Military Constantinian Order of St. George, HRH
Prince Carlo of Bourbon-Two Sicilies, is also the founder of the nonprofit Constantinian Order Charity
Onlus.  In a few weeks’ time the Constantinian Order Charity has raised over €150,000 to fight the
spread of Covid-19.

Crucial donations have already been made to Pugliese Ciaccio Hospital in Catanzaro [2], Calabria
(€30,000), as well as through ventilators (€52,000) to the Civic Hospital in Partinico [3] (PA)
and Saints Martha and Venera Hospital in Acireale [4] (CT), Sicily. Another €50,000 donation was
made on April 15, to Naples’ Cotugno Hospital [5], an institution specializing in combatting infectious
diseases and where - remarkably - not one health care worker has contracted the Coronavirus,
despite being on the frontline of the battle!

As the Acireale hospital's administrative director Dr. Giuseppe Di Bella stated: “I am happy to give
proper recognition to the donation made by the Constantinian Order Charity … a confirmation of
your non-profit organization’s attention to the most fragile members of society. At this time which
sees our national healthcare system deployed in protecting the community, every gesture of esteem
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and trust cannot but strengthen the sacrifice of our healthcare workers.”

Further requests for desperately required assistance in fighting the pandemic continue to be
received, but there is a corresponding need for help. Be part of the urgent effort of the Constantinian
Order’s American Delegation [6] to generously respond to those in greatest need at this time!

All gifts to the United States Delegation are fully tax-deductible, and every donation represents a
glimmer of hope and a small drop of life in our global effort to overcome this adversity!

---------------

CLICK TO DONATE >> [7]

The American Delegation Of The Sacred Military Constantinian Order of Saint George
is a 501(c)3 tax-exempt organization located in New York, New York.
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